"Confirmation from Spirit"
Hello from Rev. Tiger at Church of the Angels. Spirit told me to share
this Tutorial Lyceum with you!
Let's talk about identifying everyday messages from Spirit and how to
better understand them for everyday strength and guidance, messages you
may be missing. It starts with conscious observation.
Recognizing helpful messages from Spirit as they pop up every day is an
ongoing joyful gift for me - true companionship and continual confirmation
of love and acceptance, like receiving Christmas presents from loved ones
every day. I would like to help you understand how to better attract these
gifts so that you too may experience the comfort of never feeling alone.
What is confirmation from Spirit? Spiritualists understand that
communication with Spirit will never cease. When you ask Spirit a
question, need or seek guidance, and you actually realize your question or
needs have been answered it is considered "Confirmation from Spirit". It
will wither in spam if you are not recognizing it...
Sometimes my messages from Spirit are not readily apparent. Those for
me are usually ones from my immediate Family or an unidentified Guide.
They stick their noses into my daily business, often without my realizing it
at the moment they are helping me.
For instance: My new sweatshirt zipper jams and I'm forced to grab my
old all-weather hiking jacket because I'm in a hurry as I dash out the door
late for work on a chilly day. Three hours later I'm standing in a downpour!
"Thank you, Mom," (for sure that one was her). When I return home, I
discover there is only a thread jamming the zipper. That's confirmation
from Spirit!
Start paying attention to these seemingly random occurrences, they may
not be so random after all. When you notice one of these events thank Spirit
out loud! The more you confirm Spirit's help the more quickly you will
experience specific help when you urgently need or request it.
Another example that happened just the other day:
I had some of the irritating functions turned off for me on my phone and
thought I better make sure texts from unidentifiable sources can still come
through before I post my Counseling Service. Within a couple hours a text
came in telling me where to find a key because the basement was flooded! I
returned that text appropriately since I assumed it was an emergency

looking for a plumber. "Thank you, big time Spirit,"! I shouted it out loud! I
have no idea which Spirit was helping but now I won't need to waste an
entire afternoon to reprogram my cell and maybe I'll be flooded by calls
needing counseling. That was confirmation plus a pat on the back bonus double confirmation from Spirit!
"Invited Intervention" :
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT - ALL 'direct messages' from Spirit are
ALWAY advice only!
When you receive a direct message telling you to do something specific,
say Aunt Bessie is identified, (before you take it to heart) ask yourself if you
liked and trusted Aunt Bessie when she was living - your answer will tell
you how to follow her advice in her messages after she passes. If a stranger,
even a Relative or a Medium, told you to buy swamp land would you
actually do it? I absolutely do NOT always heed messages that come to me!
Sometimes they don't sit right, sometimes I just don't want to.
Multitudes visit Spiritualist Message Services in hopes of receiving a
message from a departed loved one through a Medium. You communicated
with your loved ones openly when they were with you didn't you? Are you
still openly talking to them? First assignment --- start speaking to Spirit out
loud, start today to get back in their good graces! "Hi Spirit... Good night
Spirit... Hello my Driving Angel..." Feel free to single out specific Spirits "Hi Carl, I miss you."
They are probably still taking to you but if you are not acknowledging
their email, they will eventually lose interest in attempting to send you
messages or randomly help you on a regular basis. When you really, really
start to miss them then you seek a Medium interpreter - similar to calling
them only on their Birthday by using a TDY operator for the Deaf. I am now
almost Deaf. I assure you TDY is extremely time consuming.
When people come to me for a Mediumship reading, asking for a
message from a particular person who has recently passed, I ask if they
have still been talking to that person out loud! Have they seen the Person's
Spirit?
Seeing a recently departed loved one sitting on the foot of your bed is a
super common response. Hello! That WAS confirmation from Spirit! Then I
ask if they said "Hello" out loud to the Spirit they saw. Frequently they say,
"oh no, it scared me"! (Afraid of Grandma, this always baffles me.) OK
Grandma I'll relay the message for you. Then I discuss with the seeker the

incident they saw and how to utilize it productively when it presents itself
again.
That was a simplistic graphic example of 'sight confirmation', not just
everyday hints for guidance. It is my opinion however that you need to not
fear Spirit in order to recognize personal everyday communication with
Spirit.
How might you improve your Spirit recognition? First, observe that
which surrounds you. Easy Example: I knew who was calling just before or
as the phone was ringing = living to living telepathy recognition - great!
Trust that ability in all your observations. Start by guessing each time the
phone rings. You will surprise yourself! Your abilities can grow from there...
Harder Example: I finally found that lodge pin Grandpa gave me before
he passed that I misplaced months ago and have been worried about = you
avoiding a departed Spirit = not utilizing Spirit guidance - agonizing!
Getting the hang of it Example: (Out loud) "Where is that beautiful ring
you gave me Grandma? I'm sure it's in this house." The next day you wake
up realizing exactly where to find it! "Thank you, Grandma," out loud! =
Spirit communication the easy way! Bravo, Grandma helped you when you
asked.
"Spirit Language Programming" - Computer language translation is a
wonderful man made invention that we can easily use to visit with a Friend
half way around the world who only speaks Nepalese. Set up a similar
agreed upon common language with Spirit in order to communicate if you
are having difficulty understanding your Spirit messages.
Tell Spirit HOW to get your attention and impart meaningful
information that you will recognize... Create a personalized sign language
type system with Spirit if your telepathy is not working well. I'm an artist so
mine is visual and color coded.
Preface:
My Aunt Jim lived in Lily Dale as a registered Medium. Upon my birth she
told my Dad that "Chief White Feather" would always be with me to guide
my path... I was an extremely lucky child to grow up in a Spiritualist home
where an open channel to Spirit was always encouraged and being coached
by my Poppy...
Well, all kids have to grow into themselves so even though I always
knowingly received messages I was frequently not sure what I was
supposed to do with them or who they were for, especially ones for myself.

A white feather at my feet I just assumed was a Hello from the Chief and
was a good sign. Frequently however an opposite situation presented itself.
In my tweens I had a long talk out loud with Spirit one afternoon out in
the apple orchard. I explained my dilemma out loud in detail. Then I said
that from now on a white feather would be a warning to me and a black one
an indication to look for a good situation. An apple fell off the tree and hit
me on the head! I'm not kidding! OK! I get it now and I really don't care if
you believe me or not because the event changed my life. That was physical
recognition from Spirit! I knew right then I was going to be communicating
much more efficiently with Spirit.
I use my symbiotic constant messaging system with Spirit to receive
"Personal Messages" for guidance. Now there is never a question in my
mind as to which messages are mine personally, which are "Psychic
Information" about a person's present state standing next to me, or what is
first class "Mediumship Mail" for others that I do not read unless invited to
do so by the recipient.
What might it mean to you if you had to stop for a flock of wild turkeys
crossing the road? What if it was on Thanksgiving Day? What about a male
wild turkey having an open tail fan dance in a newly cropped corn field?
How about a wild turkey hen calmly escorting her new chicks along a
drainage ditch as opposed to a duck doing so? What might the symbolism
indicate when blended with your exact thoughts about a situation during
your observation?
Just because it is an animal it is not a message for me, only if the
behavior is something you don't normally see that animal doing. Also
feather color, placement, etc... at my feet will expand upon my messages.
For instance: Is the horse chasing another horse - toward me or away? A
dead animal on the side of the road is not a message for me it is a poor dear
creature now residing with Spirit. A pillowcase full of white feathers is an
indication I need a new pillow.
I have had 50 years to slowly perfect my extensive, instantly visual
symbolic communication code with Spirit that stems from defining those
first two features. I slowly added more instruction, day-by-day, to create my
intricately shared vocabulary with Spirit. It would take an entire workshop
to dive into it so I suggest you just start by easily acknowledging jammed
zippers and those pesky red stop lights that keep slowing you down in
traffic when you're in hurry...

Church of the Angels will be creating a folder where you may post brief
"Confirmations from Spirit". It can be inspirational to read about them
even when they weren't initially meant for you.
Next Sunday's topic will examine "Effective Prayer" as I feel there are
several types of ways we speak directly to Spirit.
... ... 🦋 ... ...
Today’s Invocation >>>
Great Creator of the Universe: Thank you for your love and guidance.
Please help me understand how to better utilize your wisdom so I may more
intelligently navigate my daily path.
Safe Journey,
💝 Rev. Tiger

